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Problem 5.1 in (L. Blum, M. Shub, and S. Smale, 1989, Eu/l. Amer. Math. Sot.
21(l), l-46) asks if there is a decision problem that cannot be solved in polynomial
time by a Turing machine, but can be solved in polynomial time on a unit-cost
algebraic RAM with operations {+,- ,*,/,<}, and without the integer division
operation. We present a problem that is not known to be solvable in polynomial
time on a Turing machine, but can be solved in polynomial time on a unit-cost
algebraic RAM. This is strong evidence for an affirmative answer to Problem
5.1.

8 1992 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper Blum, Shub, and Smale (1989) define a model of
computation over an arbitrary ring, and study the notion of universal
machines, partial recursive functions, and iVP-Completeness
in this
model. They discuss several measures of time required by basic operations in their model, e.g., the unit-cost measure and the logarithmic-cost
measure. (See, for example, Aho et al., 1974.)
In the context of models that allow arithmetic operations from the set
{ + , - ,* ,/ ,<}, but do not allow the truncation or the integer division operations, they pose the following problem:
Problem 5.1 (Hum et al., 1989). Would the class of decision problems
in P (polynomial time) over Z change if the cost function were changed to
unit-cost (instead of log-cost)?
* Partially supported by NSF under Grant CCR-9024516.
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If either integer division or truncation is allowed as a unit-cost operation, then Bertoni et al. (1976) showed that any problem in #P-SPACE
can be solved in polynomial time on an algebraic RAM.
Although Problem 5.1 refers to the unit-cost model, the size of an
instance is defined to be the number of bits needed to represent it. Often,
this is a desirable definition. See, for example, the definition of strongly
polynomial time in (Grotshel et al., 1988) and the lower bound arguments
in (Mansour et al., 1991).
We point out that the following well known problem is not known to be
in P, but can solved in polynomial time in the unit-cost model. Thus, it
provides strong evidence for an affirmative answer to Problem 5.1 of
(Blum et al., 1989).
Problem (The Sign Problem).
Given n primes of m-bits each, and a set
of integers (coefficients) cbl,&*,....,b, , for bi E (0, l}, determine if the following expression is greater than zero:

E=

c

Cb,,b2
,...,b,dP? PF ’ . * P? *

b,E[O,l);i=1,2,...,n

The status of this problem has been open since (at least) 1976, when
Garey et al. (1976) mentioned a similar problem in the context of NPCompleteness of a class of geometric problems. It is well known that E
equals zero if and only if all of the coefficients cb, ,bZ,...,,,,are zero (van der
Warden, 1970). Borodin et al. (1985) gave a polynomial-time algorithm for
testing if a general expression in integers involving square-roots equals
zero. Yet, the Sign Problem is not known to be in NP. However, it is
known to be in PSPACE (Borodin, 1982). In contrast, using the algorithm
of Section 2, this problem can be solved in polynomial-time in the BlumShub-Smale model.
2.

AN ALGORITHM FOR THE SIGNPROBLEM

In this section, we present an algorithm for solving the Sign Problem in
polynomial time on a unit-cost algebraic RAM. We begin by defining the
size of E.
Denote the size of E by s(E) and define it to be
s(E) = nm +

r10g2(kbi.b2.....b,,l + 1~1.

Note that /El5 2 s(E).Also note that representing an instance requires at
least s(E)-bits.
The key observation is that if E # 0 then IE(z 2-(S(E)+i)2”.We will show
that, if one approximates the square-roots in Eq. (1) using Newton itera-
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tion with appropriate starting points then, after mn + log((s + 1)2” + s +
2) iterations E can be computed to enough precision in order to solve the
Sign Problem.
We will need the following well known theorem:
THEOREM 1 (Householder,
1970). Zf h(x) is a polynomial of degree d
with k bit integer coefj?cients, then all of its roots are less than 2k in
absolute value.
COROLLARY

coef3cients,
Proof.

2. Zf h(x) is a polynomial of degree d with k bit integer
then all of its roots are greater than 1/2k in absolute value.

If CYis a root of h(x) then l/(~ is a root of xdh(llx).

n

The following lemma is also known. Similar results were mentioned in
(Garey et al., 1976) and (Borodin, 1982). We include a proof for completeness.
LEMMA

3:

Zf E # 0, then IEl 2 2-(s(E)+“2”.

Proof.
Assume that E # 0. Clearly, E is an algebraic number
gree at most 2”. Let ol = E, ~2, . . . , (T/ be the 1 conjugates of E;
Each of these conjugates is represented by an expression like the
Eq. (l), with the exception that the signs of some of the terms
summation may be different. Therefore, Juil 5 2”.
The minimal polynomial of E, given by
I
I
4Cx) = fl (X - Uj) = C
i=l

of de15: 2”.
one in
in the

(3)

qiX’,

i=O

is manic, with integer coefficients. Since each qi is the sum of at most 2’
terms, each of which is a product of at most 1 gi’s, we have
(4)
Now, Corollary

2 implies that oi > 2-s’-‘. Therefore,

lE[ > 2”‘-‘.

n

We also need an algorithm for computing the square-root; Newton
iteration will do for this application. Recall that, the Newton iteration for
computing the square-root of a positive integer a can be written as follows:
xo=arO
%+I

=

xf+
hi

Xi’

Vi.

a
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well known facts about this Newton

iteration:

1. xi > -\/;; implies x;+~ > 6.
2. If e; = xi’ - a, then &i > 0 and ei+i = $4~;.
3. If eR is a positive, then ei I eo/4’.
Therefore, if a is an m-bit integer, then quadratic
after at most m initial iterations.
THEOREM

unit-cost

convergence

4. The Sign Problem can be solved in polynomial
algebraic RAM.

begins

time on a

Proof.
Apply k (to be determined below) Newton-iterations
of each of
the square-roots in E. Multiply the reuslting approximation to a squareroot by the corresponding coefficient, add all these partial results, and
denote the resulting value by e. If there is an additive error E in each
approximation of the square-root, then IE - e[ 5 2S~. By Lemma 3, if E z
0, then E > 2-(&+u2”. Pick E such that IE - el5 (l/4) 2-(“+iQ”. Then, E > 0 if
and only if e > (l/2) 2p(S+1)2”.But this condition on E can be realized by
choosing k = mn + rlog2((s + 1>2” + s + 2)1. w

3.

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

We have provided strong evidence for an affirmative answer to Problem
5.1 of Blum et al. (1989). In an attempt to answer the same problem, Shub
(to appear) considered the problem of determining if

for a fixed k and 1. But he was able to solve this restriction in polynomial
time. Can the problem still be solved in polynomial time if k and 1 are
allowed to be inputs?
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